Scene Lighting

The best time to collect evidence is the first time you walk into a scene. Naturally dark scenarios, such as arson or night scenes can make it more difficult. Identify evidence easier by lighting up scenes, giving you the ability to see every corner.

Our scene lighting solutions offer different options for lighting power (lumens), ease of transport, powering options, and more. Our lights are versatile and flexible for use in forensic investigations, traffic control, crowd control, fire scenes, remote locations, underwater, and more.

Comprehensive Crime Scene Photography

Photography remains the least developed skillset for arson and crime scene investigators. Failure to obtain good images of evidence while at the crime scene or in a lab, will likely result in the photograph not being accepted by the court and deemed unsuitable for presentation to the jury.

You will leave this class knowing:
- How to take proper crime scene photographs in a variety of environments
- How to present crime scene photos in judicial and administrative proceedings
- How to train other professionals in taking photographs

For more information about this and all other training courses, visit www.sirchie.com or call us at (800) 356-7311.
Nomad Prime Portable Area/Spotlight

One of our most versatile scene lights, the Nomad Spotlight can convert from an area light to a spotlight in seconds. Use it as a personal light or mount it for a well-lit work area. You can take it anywhere, it's built for rugged use, and easily and quickly adapts to your needs. It has up to 2,500 lumens and a 24-hour battery life.

Nomad NOW Portable Light

The NOW portable light gives you two functions within one light: as an area light or a spotlight. It’s portable and can be used underwater (up to 10ft) for water rescues and photography. It’s built for rugged all-weather use: desert heat, heavy rain, snow, and everything in between. It features up to 2,500 lumens and has a battery life of up to 24 hours.

Nomad Light Transformer

This ultimate scene light for larger events provides up to 14,000 lumens for up to 24 hours. The adaptive Nomad Transformer converts from an area light to spotlight to 360° scene light by way of its Sliding Diffuser Lens and opening/closing the light head. Its portable, waterproof design allows it to travel to (and be used in) places that standard scene lights, street lamps and vehicle mounted lights cannot reach.

Pricing information:
For current pricing visit www.sirchie.com, or call (800) 356-7311

Versatile 3-in-1 Lighting

Area Light: Diffuser Down
Spotlight: Diffuser Up
360° Scene Light: Fold in the NMD900 Light Panels
Portable Remote Area Lighting System

Your entire work area can be safely lit with this system: its mast extends up to seven feet, it has a 125 degree beam spread and provides up to 5,300 lumens. It features Bluetooth remote activation, three preset power levels, battery level indication, and a rechargeable lithium battery (fully-charged, it will last up to eight hours).

No. PCN9440 Portable Remote Area Lighting System

Rugged Remote Area Lighting System

Get the flexibility you need with this system: it has two swiveling telescope masts (each extends up to six feet) and two 360 degree light arrays. Each light supplies up to 6,000 lumens, giving you the option to have 12,000 lumens. Battery life depends on how you’re using it but it has up to seven hours for peak time but with an Intelligent Control System, it calculates and displays current battery life, allowing you to alter your usage. Available with wireless activation.

No. PCN9460 Rugged Remote Area Lighting System

No. PCN9460RS Rugged Remote Area Lighting System (wireless)

4-Mast Rugged Area Lighting System

With four telescope masts up to six feet, four 360 degree light arrays, these four lights can give you a combined 24,000 lumens to light up any scene no matter how dark it is. Battery life depends on how you’re using it but it has up to seven hours for peak time but with an Intelligent Control System, it calculates and displays current battery life so you can alter your usage. Available with wireless activation.

No. PCN9470 4-Mast Rugged Area Lighting System

No. PCN9470RS 4-Mast Rugged Area Lighting System (wireless)

Both the PCN9460 & PCN9460RS are built self-contained in a rugged Pelican case.

6 High Flux LEDs per light head produce a total of up to 24,000 lumens of light.

PCN9470 & PCN9470RS are built self-contained in a tough-as-nails Pelican case.
Portable, flexible surveillance solutions you can use anywhere, anytime. Covert or overt, manned or unmanned, and easily deployable in any situation. You can keep your eyes on any scene from wherever you need to, from wherever you are.

Capture every detail.